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About This Game

The gates of Heaven are closed shut; the realm of Hell consumed by flood.
And in their wake, countless parallel worlds wither away, one after the other.

The surviving angels and demons gather at the city they believe to be their final chance at salvation: the floating purgatory of
"Tokyo Babel".

Joined by humans, they embark on a pilgrimage across the seven layers of Babel, hoping to ascend Jacob's Ladder in an effort to
re-open the gates of Heaven.

Their journey would be an atonement toward the heavens.

And yet, their plans fall into ruin as a group of pilgrims - their minds consumed by madness - set out to lord over the numerous
layers of Tokyo Babel with the intention to wreak complete and utter havoc atop the floating purgatory.
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Amidst this neverending impasse, a lone youth is saved from the ruins of his devastated world - Tendou Setsuna, a man denied
human treatment since birth.

Joining his savior, Lilith - known as the Witch of the Night, he begins his journey across Tokyo Babel...

...yearning for an answer to a single question:
Why he still possesses the will to keep on living.
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Title: Tokyo Babel
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
propeller
Publisher:
MangaGamer
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Pentium 4 2GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 8.1

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct Sound

English,Japanese
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Not quite usable with WMR, as the clicker controls don't work. If they fix it, I'll give this a marginally positive review: it serves
a useful function, and no one else at this time provides the same feature on Steam. As far as I know, this is the only product in
its category on Steam, so if your clicker works, use it.
In general, this feels like cheap knock-off of VirtualSpeech, a fairly slick smartphone VR app for Cardboard. That's fine in
theory, since VirtualSpeech doesn't yet have an app on Steam, and we need *someone* to provide this service on Steam. But the
comparison is not favorable to Speech Trainer: the clicker doesn't work on my headset, the models are low res, there's only one
setting, there's no "job interview" mode, no feedback on speech performance, and there's no training material or courses. But at
least the price is right.. 

For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.

a very basic and boring puzzle game, there are only 2 blocks that do anything. and why am I getting dark achievements when
playing in light mode and vice versa? so I don't have to replay the game to get them all? if there's any point in getting
achievements (there's none, of course), shouldn't it be that you actually do something to get one? well, not in achievement
spamming garbage like this, where you get 4 (FOUR!) for every level and even while you're in the menu, steam can't display
them fast enough.

might as well give out all of them when you first start the game, cards too while you're at it (though with valve's new card
dropping system it can't be done anymore), you wouldn't want anyone to actually play your game, right? that's probably why
there are no volume sliders, resolution options, windowed mode, undo, or a speed setting to make moving the square around less
tedious. it doesn't even remember that I turned off the music, have to do it every time I run the game.

the store page is a tiny bit misleading as well. it lists 27 languages with full audio and subtitles, but none of those exist in the
game. neither do the 'insufferably difficult' puzzles, only 250+ 'achievements.' and if the developer's other games (zup and its
half a dozen sequels and counting) are any indication, they're gonna spew out qop level packs (i.e.: hundreds of achievements
for only 99 cents) regularly as well.. its imbossible to master i cant enjoy it. Great game ... Very addictive. This is an emulated
'port' of the ps1 version of the game under some new 'Console Classics' branding\/publisher. (while troubleshooting, Steam even
claimed that I was playing 'Ten Pin Alley' so perhaps that's a hint at their future intentions with said branding)

The music, thankfully, seems fully intact but the aspect ratio is set to 16:9 in fullscreen and thus stretched if you aren't playing
windowed. All of the buttons use the original PlayStation icons and it wouldn't surpise me to find that the save files are
compatible with existing ps1 emulators. (or can be converted)

The resolution options are extremely limited: 320p, 480p, 720p, and 1080p.

At this price I'd still recommend the game but just know that it's a very obvious ps1 port, needs some serious patching, and that
you'd probably be better served by just emulating it or purchasing it on PSN for the PS3.

*Updated to reflect that 1080p now works.. it is a great gun game blowing up stuff shooting stuff crashing into stuff it a really
fun game to play. I completed the game main mode 100%. It's worth the small cost to get a game that is made professionally
rather than a half baked internet game.
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I had fun.
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Was difficult in the beginning, but the pyromancer is so terribly overpowered, you can shoot your first auto attack every second,
and it goes across the entire map, does 54 damage at max level, which isn't hard to achieve. the gameplay isn't very rewarding,
same thing over and over again. Sad to see this game with so much potential, crash after an hour of gameplay. I bought this for
my friend and I, waste of 28 dollars if you ask me... CO-OP ? PLS ;). This DLC is awesome. It has almost all you may want.
Freigth, passenger, short runs bit longer runs, lots of yards an wonderful industrial atmosphere and some easter eggs.

Compared with earlier DL:C a lot has improved. Sountd is better, detailed route, road traffic some trmendous landmarks
(among them a beautifu bridge),

However, you may not like the route if you only love fastd riving over long distances. There is a lot of track, but the route length
is not so long. Generally speed limits are low,

A nice extra is that the class 08 can be used at the WSR route as well. Though some people say this is abug. Intersting is that is
the first bug customers do NOT want to get solved .... Don't buy this yet, unless like me you love exploration and ship
customization.

There is enough of the game working for you to enjoy it. The customization options are huge, but the controls are finicky, and
its lacking in a decent tutorial and tooltips, these are the things I'm hoping EA will add.. This game is awesome and worth a shot.

The controls are good.
The animation is fine.
The difficulty is balanced.
The price is cheap.
The fun is guaranteed.

A retro-classic-look-like game which i find myself enjoying till the end.

You can check this video too:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=C4ecuw1Ekp0&list=PL1yqWiFvAHOuwQNzdERQUNc-ZVtcfvW5Z
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